
As networks and satellite connections grow, organizations require network 

management to combine different WAN link technologies to maximize their 

available bandwidth and application uptime while streamlining costs.

Speedcast’s advanced software-defined wide area network (SD-WAN) 

solution seamlessly blends VSAT LEO/MEO, cellular 4G/5G, wireless and 

MPLS technologies into a single optimized and secure WAN path that 

delivers the highest quality uptime — all the time. Designed for onshore 

and offshore markets, our solution provides reliability and best availability 

by dynamically using the highest-quality links to access applications across 

multiple networks.

Speedcast’s customized SD-WAN services can optimize connections to 

Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud services through our Direct Connect link, 

seamlessly integrating cloud-based applications into on-network services.

Significantly improved performance

Customers experience higher 

performance, reliability, resiliency 

and redundancy at remote sites and 

headquarters.

20x faster site deployment

Deploy new sites and migrate existing 

sites more quickly while significantly 

driving up bandwidth to remote sites.

66x increased bandwidth capacity

Increase your bandwidth and network 

availability through software-defined 

routing, bonding and traffic steering 

over any connectivity path.
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CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY

A major energy-sector customer uses dual LTE links to provide connectivity to nearshore platforms, one as primary 

and the other as backup. Providing a third level of failover is a VSAT link. Traditional dynamic routing protocol keep-

alive messages are used to trigger failover. Standard routing protocol metrics are used to manipulate the WAN path 

selection. By using Speedcast SD-WAN, the customer is able to experience higher performance, reliability, resiliency 

and redundancy and advance its digital journey with simple, cloud-enabled networking and security.

THE MULTI-PATH, MULTI-ORBIT CHALLENGE 

For higher resilience and better coverage, the customer has VSAT and LTE links set up at their platforms. However, the multiple LTE’s are causing 

asymmetric routing issues and transmission failures, and traditional routing protocols that rely on keep-alive messages are slow to reconverge. 

More often than not, degradation of LTE signal strength does not trigger the failover process and manual failover to the VSAT link is required 

when both LTE links are completely down. At the end of the day, just one link is available at a time due to lack of bandwidth aggregation. 

THE DIFFERENCE WITH INTELLIGENT, SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORKING

Working close with Speedcast’s subject matter experts to assess their needs and deploy the most suitable SD-WAN solution, the 

customer is able to increase bandwidth and improve application performance at their remote sites. Once the solution has been 

designed, Speedcast’s field engineering team installed the SD-WAN solution in one day. It’s continuously supported by the Speedcast 

Customer Service Center with proactive monitoring around the clock. Some of the most impactful SD-WAN features is its automated 

route detection, where it is able to quickly detect degraded links and automatically reroute in real time, eliminating problem links for a 

seamless customer experience.  Its ability to aggregate multiple LTE links into a single high-throughput connection increases bandwidth 

capacity and better application performance. When network traffic and WAN selection are based on Quality of Service (QoS), the 

performance of critical applications can be prioritized according to their business needs.

REALIZING THE FULL BENEFITS OF AN INTEGRATED SOLUTION

SD-WAN includes an easy-to-use management interface, which offers LTE metrics and 

ensures LTE delivery meets the contracted rates. As the customer’s business needs 

continue to evolve, the interface provides a complete view of the performance of 

WAN paths and bandwidth usage over time so adjustments can be made to optimize 

performance further.

SD-WAN
• Automated route detection

• Multiple LTE links aggregation

• WAN selection based on QoS

• Centrally Managed


